Introduction
============

Brain oscillations in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) of higher vertebrates have been a focus of neuroscientific research over the past decades. Particular emphasis has been placed on the role of theta oscillations that have been associated with a variety of cognitive functions in animals and humans, among these sensorimotor integration, spatial navigation, and mnemonic processing (cf. Buzsáki, [@B8]). Mediotemporal theta oscillations have been found to act as a timing mechanism for neural activity (e.g., Jacobs et al., [@B29]; O\'Keefe and Recce, [@B37]; Siapas et al., [@B45]; Skaggs et al., [@B46]) and to modulate higher frequency activity in the gamma range both in rodents (Bragin et al., [@B4]; Chrobak and Buzsáki, [@B12]) and humans (Canolty et al., [@B11]; Demiralp et al., [@B13]; Mormann et al., [@B35]). Furthermore theta rhythmicity has been related to cognitive functions such as working memory (Jensen and Lisman, [@B30]) and to separate dynamics of associative synaptic encoding and retrieval (Hasselmo et al., [@B23]). One of the seminal discoveries in the context of mediotemporal theta oscillations was the phenomenon of phase precession (O\'Keefe and Recce, [@B37]; Skaggs et al., [@B46]). By firing periodically but with a slight frequency mismatch relative to their local field theta activity, place cells in the rodent hippocampus create a temporal code -- defined by the phase relationship to the concurrent theta cycle -- that can represent the position of an animal more accurately and dissociated from the place cell\'s firing rate (Huxter et al., [@B26]).

The mechanisms responsible for the generation of theta activity in the MTL are complex and not entirely understood (see e.g., Buzsáki, [@B7]). One original hypothesis is that cholinergic excitation from the medial septum and the diagonal band of Broca activates inhibitory interneurons, which in turn induce rhythmic IPSPs on the soma of pyramidal cells (Petsche et al., [@B41]). More recent data from rodent hippocampal slice preparations and in anesthetized rats indicate that theta activity can also be generated intrinsically in the CA1 region of the hippocampus (Gillies et al., [@B18]; Rotstein et al., [@B44]) and the parasubiculum (Glasgow and Chapman, [@B21]). Analyses of hippocampal recordings in awake rats have provided evidence for at least two hippocampal theta rhythms of which only one is mediated by inputs from the entorhinal cortex (Kocsis et al., [@B32]). Although lesion studies in rodents have shown a strong influence of entorhinal inputs on hippocampal theta activity (Bragin et al., [@B4]; Buzsaki et al., [@B10]; Kamondi et al., [@B31]), to our knowledge, no direct comparison between entorhinal and hippocampal theta activity has been reported in animals or humans to date.

In this study we analyzed intracranial electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings from patients with pharmaco-refractory unilateral epilepsy of the MTL who were undergoing invasive diagnostics prior to resective surgery of the seizure-generating area. During this procedure patients were implanted with intracranial depth electrodes to localize the focus of seizure onset. We take advantage of the fact that in our patient group these electrodes were positioned along the longitudinal axis of the MTL (Spencer, [@B47]) with contacts both in the hippocampus and in the entorhinal cortex, thereby allowing us to determine the level of synchrony within and between these structures from electrode contacts that are spaced apart at a constant distance, which would not be possible for depth electrodes implanted orthogonally to this axis (Olivier et al., [@B38]). In addition we apply strictest criteria to ascertain unilaterality of the epileptic process based on histopathological evaluation of the resected tissue and assessment of post-operative seizure control. Within this framework, we address the question whether the interplay between the human hippocampus and entorhinal cortex is governed by a common (global) theta rhythm or whether both regions exhibit essentially independent theta rhythms.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Subjects
--------

The patients analyzed in this study were selected from an original group of 40 patients with strictly unilateral pharmacoresistant MTL epilepsy who underwent invasive presurgical evaluation between 1993 and 2000 and for whom at least 15 min of seizure-free recordings were archived. Of these 40 patients, only 22 patients (15 women; mean age 32.1 ± 5.5 years) passed our inclusion criterion of having two or more electrode contacts in the entorhinal cortex adjacent to two or more contacts in the hippocampus in the hemisphere contralateral to the epileptic focus (see next section). In seven patients seizures originated exclusively from the right MTL; in 15 patients exclusively from the left MTL. After resection of the epileptic MTL, all patients remained seizure-free (follow-up at least 6 months, mean: 3.3 years). In all patients, pre-implantational MRI showed unilateral hippocampal sclerosis, which was confirmed by histopathological examination of the resected tissue. All additional non-invasive diagnostic findings were concordant with the MRI diagnosis. No additional pathology was indicated. At the time of clinical evaluation of these patients, intracranial electrode implantation was deemed necessary to confirm diagnosis prior to resective surgery (cf. Diehl and Luders, [@B14]). The EEG study was approved by the medical ethics committee of the University of Bonn. Each patient gave written informed consent.

Depth electrodes
----------------

Bilateral depth electrodes, each equipped with 10 cylindrical contacts (length: 2.5 mm, intercontact distance: 4 mm), were inserted along the longitudinal axis of the hippocampal formation using a computed tomography-based stereotactic insertion technique (Van Roost et al., [@B50]), with the anterior contacts located ventral to the amygdala in the anterior parahippocampal gyrus, which is covered by peri- and entorhinal cortex, and the posterior contacts located within the hippocampus (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Electrode implantation scheme**. Longitudinal depth electrodes are placed with the anterior contacts located in the entorhinal cortex (EC) and the posterior contacts located in the hippocampus (Hi).](fnhum-02-003-g001){#F1}

The location of electrode contacts was ascertained by MRI in each patient. MRI scans were acquired in sagittal, adjusted coronal (perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the hippocampus), and axial (parallel to this axis) planes, typically in 2 mm sliced T1- and T2-weighted sequences as well as 3 mm sliced FLAIR sequences. Anatomical boundaries were ascertained according to Insausti et al. ([@B28]). Among others, we used the collateral sulcus, hippocampal fissure, and sulcus semiannularis as landmarks to delineate the entorhinal cortex from neighboring structures. As detailed above, only patients with at least two clearly entorhinal contacts adjacent to at least two clearly hippocampal contacts were included in the study.

Intracranial EEG recordings
---------------------------

EEG recordings were acquired at a sampling frequency of 173.61 Hz using a 12-bit analog to digital (A/D) converter, band-pass filtered from 0.5 to 85 Hz (12 dB/oct.) and with a 50-Hz notch filter, and referenced against the common average of the non-focal recording contacts. Mean recording time per patient was 130 min (range 15--420 min, typically recorded over several days). All recordings were performed during the seizure-free interval while patients were awake and at rest with eyes opened. Only EEG recordings from the MTL contralateral to the zone of seizure origin were analyzed in the present study to reduce poorly controllable effects introduced by the epileptic process (Grunwald et al., [@B22]).

Data analysis
-------------

We divided the continuous EEG signals into consecutive segments *s*(*t*) of 23.6 s (4096 data points) and calculated the mean phase coherence *R* as a measure of the degree of phase synchrony (Mormann et al., [@B36]) from all artifact-free segments (using an automated artifact detection algorithm to exclude segments with signal saturation and steep transients) for every possible combination of electrode contacts *x* and *y* within the MTL of the hemisphere contralateral to the epileptic focus, resulting in a symmetrical 10 by 10 synchronization matrix {*R~x,y~*}: $$R_{x,y} = \left| {\frac{1}{N}{\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{N}{\text{exp}\, i\lbrack\phi_{x}(k \cdot \Delta t) - \phi_{y}(k \cdot \Delta t)\rbrack}}} \right|$$ with *N* = 4096 and Δ*t* denoting the sampling interval.

The phase variables ϕ~*x,y*~ for different frequency bands were calculated using a wavelet-based approach (Torrence and Compo, [@B49]), with the center frequency and bandwidth of a continuous Morlet wavelet adapted to match conventional EEG bands, i.e., the δ (0.5--4 Hz), θ (4--8 Hz), α (8--13 Hz), β~1~ (13--20 Hz), β~2~ (20--30Hz), and γ~1~ (30--49 Hz) band, at full width half maximum (Osterhage et al., [@B39]): $$\phi^{\text{band}}(t) = \text{arctan}\frac{\text{Im}\, W^{\text{band}}(t)}{\text{Re}\, W^{\text{band}}(t)}$$ where *W*^band^(*t*) denotes the wavelet coefficient $$W^{\text{band}}(t) = {\int\limits_{- \infty}^{+ \infty}{\mu^{\text{band}}(t - \tau)s(\tau)d\tau}}$$ of a Morlet wavelet $$\mu^{\text{band}}(t) = \left( {e^{i\omega_{0}^{\text{band}}t} - e^{- \,\,\frac{{({\omega_{0}^{\text{band}}\sigma^{\text{band}}})}^{2}}{2}}} \right)e^{- \,\,\frac{1}{2}{(\frac{t}{\sigma^{\text{band}}})}^{2}}$$ with $$\sigma^{\text{band}} = \frac{2\pi\sqrt{\text{ln}2}}{\Delta\omega^{\text{band}}}$$

Each frequency band is thus defined by its center frequency $\omega_{0}^{\text{band}}$ and bandwidth Δω^band^, e.g., for the θ-band (4--8 Hz) we use $\omega_{0}^{\text{band}}$ = 6 Hz and Δω^θ^ = 4 Hz.

Note that the measure *R* is completely independent of the amplitudes of the time series as well as any constant phase lag between them. Furthermore this measure has been shown to reliably reflect relative changes in synchrony even in the strong presence of noise (Mormann et al., [@B36]). Since the variance over time was very low for the obtained synchrony profiles (\<0.01 on average for different contact combinations, frequency bands, and patients, cf. Bullock et al., [@B6]), matrices were subsequently averaged over time, resulting in a single synchronization matrix per patient and EEG band (cf. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Exemplary results**. ***(A)*** Exemplary traces of bandpass-filtered theta activity from two entorhinal (EC, channels 3 and 4) and two hippocampal (Hi, channels 5 and 6) recording sites. The average degree of synchrony R between these recording sites over time is color-coded and displayed in the synchronization matrix (upper right) for this EEG frequency band. In this schematic, only the three matrix entries for which the subsequent group statistics was performed are filled. ***(B)*** Synchronization matrices from the same patient for different EEG bands, including the theta matrix from ***(A)***, now with all entries filled.](fnhum-02-003-g002){#F2}

Statistical analysis
--------------------

From the 10 electrode contacts analyzed in each patient, we identified a series of four consecutive contacts such that the two anterior contacts of this series were located in the entorhinal cortex and the two posterior contacts in the anterior hippocampus. This series of four consecutive contacts thus contained three pairs of adjacent contacts, one within the entorhinal cortex, one extending across the border between the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus, and one within the hippocampus.

For the three pairs of adjacent contacts we then extracted from the temporally averaged synchronization matrices of each patient the mean degree of synchrony within the entorhinal cortex, between entorhinal cortex and hippocampus, and within the hippocampus, respectively (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A), and compared these mean values across patients using a nonparametric test (two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test). This procedure ensured that the compared synchrony values were calculated from pairs of contacts that were all spaced at the same distance.

A gap in inter-regional synchrony was considered statistically significant if for any given frequency band the inter-regional (entorhinal--hippocampal) synchrony was lower than both intra-regional synchronies (i.e., within entorhinal cortex and within hippocampus) at the *p* = 0.05 significance level of the two-sided Wilcoxon test. Assuming the one-sided probabilities for this hypothesis (EC--Hi lower than EC--EC and EC--Hi lower than Hi--Hi) to be independent and including a Bonferroni correction for testing multiple (six) frequency bands, one obtains an effective significance value for a gap in synchrony defined in this way as *p* = 0.025 × 0.025 × 6 \< 0.004. However, since one of the paired samples (EC--Hi) is used in both tests, the assumption of independent probabilities is not valid. We therefore used Monte Carlo simulations based on samples of pseudorandom numbers to estimate the actual empirical *p*-value of our combined criterion (including the Bonferroni correction) as *p* \< 0.024.

A gap in inter-regional synchrony in a given frequency band in turn was interpreted as evidence for the presence of independent rhythms in this frequency band.

Results
=======

Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A shows examples of bandpass-filtered theta activity from a patient in whom the anterior four contacts were located in the entorhinal cortex, while the posterior six contacts were located in the hippocampus. The two entorhinal traces (channels 3 and 4) exhibit an oscillatory pattern that differs from the hippocampal traces (channels 5 and 6), particularly in the first and last third of the displayed traces. Accordingly, the average degree of synchrony between the adjacent entorhinal and hippocampal channels (*R* = 0.18) is substantially lower than the degree of synchrony between the two entorhinal channels (*R* = 0.85) and the two hippocampal channels (*R* = 0.60), respectively.

Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B shows that for this patient all four entorhinal contacts exhibit relatively high mutual synchrony (upper left 4 × 4 quadrants) as do all six hippocampal contacts (lower right 6 × 6 quadrants). The level of synchrony between these two structures, i.e., between entorhinal and hippocampal contacts, is distinctly lower (upper right and lower left 4 × 6 regions). This difference between intra- and inter-regional synchrony is discernible in all frequency bands but is most pronounced for the theta band in this particular patient.

The synchronization matrices in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B illustrate how the degree of synchrony generally decreases with increasing distance between recordings sites, even within the same anatomical region, which is in accordance with earlier findings (Bullock et al., [@B5]). To compare intra- and inter-regional synchrony, we therefore restricted the statistical analysis to the two most posterior entorhinal and the two most anterior hippocampal contacts, yielding from anterior to posterior three overlapping pairs of adjacent recording sites within the entorhinal cortex (EC--EC), on both sides of the entorhinal-hippocampal border (EC--Hi), and within the hippocampus (Hi--Hi), respectively (cf. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Synchrony values were thus calculated from contacts spaced at a constant distance.

Pairwise comparison of averaged intra- and inter-regional synchronization values across patients showed in all frequency bands highest synchrony levels within the hippocampus, followed by high intra-entorhinal synchrony, and comparably low levels of synchrony between these two structures (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This effect was most pronounced in the delta and theta band, where inter-regional synchrony was significantly lower than intra-regional synchrony in either the entorhinal cortex or the hippocampus. Levels of synchrony generally tended to decrease with increasing EEG band frequency.

![**Group statistics for 22 patients**. Comparison of intra- and inter-regional synchrony within and between the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus for different frequency bands. Bars depict mean levels of synchrony across patients within the entorhinal cortex (EC--EC), between entorhinal cortex and hippocampus (EC--Hi), and within the hippocampus (Hi--Hi), respectively, with error bars denoting the standard error. n.s. = not significant, \* = *p* \< 0.05, \*\* = *p* \< 0.01, \*\*\* = *p* \< 0.001 (two-sided Wilcoxon test; uncorrected p-values). Note that a statistically significant inter-regional gap in synchrony as defined in the methods section is observed only for the delta and theta band.](fnhum-02-003-g003){#F3}

Discussion
==========

We analyzed EEG recordings from the unaffected MTLs of a group of 22 patients with strictly unilateral epilepsy of the MTL as confirmed by postoperative seizure control. Evaluation of the degree of synchrony within the hippocampus, within the entorhinal cortex, and between these two structures revealed that entorhinal--hippocampal synchrony was lower than synchrony within either of these structures throughout different EEG bands, with this effect reaching statistical significance only in the delta and theta band. Our findings thus indicate the presence of independent delta/theta rhythms in the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus in humans. The presence of a significant interregional drop in synchrony not only in the theta band, but also (and even more pronounced) in the delta band deserves discussion, because delta and subdelta oscillations are usually found in neocortex and during slow-wave sleep or non-physiological conditions. Since the hippocampal theta oscillations observed in rodents are known to be shifted towards lower frequencies in higher animal species (Buzsáki, [@B9]), it is conceivable that the human analog of rodent MTL theta extends into the delta frequency range. Alternatively, a shift of the oscillatory activity towards lower frequencies in our subjects could reflect an indirect influence of the contralateral epileptic process.

While the overall degree of measured synchrony could in principle be biased towards higher values by effects of volume conduction and the use of a common average reference in the recording montage, neither of these factors can account for the distinct gap in synchrony observed between the two anatomical regions as they would, conversely, act to level out this effect. More precisely, different conductivities in the two regions could theoretically affect the amplitudes of a presumed global rhythm and even introduce a (potentially frequency-specific) phase shift. However, either of these effects would be constant over time and therefore not affect the measure for synchrony we used in this study, which is independent of the power, i.e., the amplitudes, in either of the two signals from which it is calculated, or any constant phase lag between them. Although a recent study assessing the impedance spectrum in monkey cortex showed impedance to be homogeneous, tangentially isotropic, and not frequency-dependent (Logothetis et al., [@B33]), this may not necessarily be the case for the hippocampus due to its laminar structure, which in theory could generate electrical fields along its longitudinal axis (Taylor and Dudek, [@B48]). While such an effect can not account for the observed inter-structural gap in synchrony, it could possibly be the reason for the higher level of intra-hippocampal synchrony compared to intra-entorhinal synchrony.

The observed gap in inter-structural synchrony implies the existence of independent delta/theta rhythms in the human MTL, produced by autonomous generators. Regarding the potential generating mechanisms of these rhythms, findings from rodent electrophysiology have provided multiple indications of local theta generators in different subregions of the hippocampus as well as in the entorhinal cortex (Acker et al., [@B1]; Alonso and Llinas, [@B2]; Giocomo et al., [@B19]). The interplay between these subregions, however, is complex and not entirely understood. Perhaps the most important findings in this context were derived from recordings in awake rats, where partial coherence analyses of hippocampal recordings provided evidence for at least two hippocampal theta generators in the hippocampus of which only one is mediated by inputs from the entorhinal cortex (Kocsis et al., [@B32]). In the light of this study, the two independent theta rhythms found in humans could thus be interpreted such that the entorhinal rhythm may represent intrinsic entorhinal rhythmicity mediated by sensory and other cortical inputs, while the hippocampal rhythm could reflect theta activity generated autonomously within the hippocampus itself, mediated by inputs from the medial septum and the diagonal band of Broca. We may speculate further that the two independent rhythms observed here might represent the two oscillators of slightly different frequencies postulated by the interference model of theta phase precession (O\'Keefe and Recce, [@B37]). To actually test these hypotheses, however, simultaneous recordings of local field potentials and unit activity as well as an improved spatial sampling and more accurate subregional localization of the recording contacts would be necessary.

The idea of multiple autonomous theta generators in humans is in agreement with findings from intracranial recordings in patients with different types of focal epilepsy during a working memory task, which have indicated local mechanisms for the generation of cortical theta (Raghavachari et al., [@B42]), although no systematic comparison of MTL subregions was performed in this study.

The role of mediotemporal theta activity in memory processing has long been established by rodent studies showing that LTP in the hippocampus is optimally elicited with stimulation at theta frequency and that discrete lesions in the medial septum that abolish theta produce severe learning/ memory deficits (for an overview see e.g., Vertes and Kocsis, [@B51] or Axmacher et al., [@B3]). A recent study using intracranial recordings from patients with temporal lobe epilepsy performing a word list-learning paradigm showed a significant increase in rhinal-hippocampal theta coherence for subsequently remembered versus forgotten words (Fell et al., [@B16]). Given our present findings, we can hypothesize that the independent theta rhythms found in the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus may need to be actively synchronized in order to facilitate the synaptic plasticity involved in memory encoding. This hypothesis is further backed by the fact that in the rodent hippocampus the theta phase at which a stimulus arrives determines the direction of plasticity, i.e., whether it results in long term potentiation or depression. This effect as been shown both for artificially induced theta activity in vivo (Pavlides et al., [@B40]) and in vitro (Huerta and Lisman, [@B25]) as well as in behaving animals (Holscher et al., [@B24]; Hyman et al., [@B27]). In this context it is conceivable that synchronization of theta activity between the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex creates a slowly modulated facilitating state that provides the temporal basis for encoding or retrieval of separate items (Hasselmo et al., [@B23]; Jensen and Lisman, [@B30]; Rizzuto et al., [@B43]). Such a synchronization process could, e.g., be instantiated by a simultaneous phase reset of ongoing oscillatory activity in both regions, driven by sensory inputs (Givens, [@B20]; McCartney et al., [@B34]). In a recent study we demonstrated such a stimulus-induced theta phase reset in humans during a continuous word recognition paradigm. This reset occurred approximately 190 ms after stimulus onset and was observed simultaneously in the hippocampus and rhinal cortex (Mormann et al., [@B35]).

Future studies in humans using more localized recording techniques, e.g., via microwires (Fried et al., [@B17]), in combination with novel computer-assisted localization techniques of electrode contacts (Ekstrom et al., [@B15]) may help to further elicit the generating mechanisms and interplay of these rhythms and their functional relevance for mnemonic processing at the single neuron level.
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